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About This Software

LogoMaker lets you create a professional quality logo, advertisement or website header in minutes. No previous experience is
necessary, as LogoMaker puts powerful design tools at your fingertips. Easy to use features include over 3,300 fully modifiable

logo templates, 10,000+ customizable objects, and creative tools and special effects.

Key Features

Design classic, animated and 3D Logos.

Over 3,300 professionally designed and fully modifiable logo templates categorized by industry and interest.

Over 10,000 objects and shapes for making & enhancing logos.

Over 50 fonts included.

Easy to use graphics engine for image and text manipulation: Drag & Drop, Scale, Rotate, Align, Groups, Layers, etc.

Vector-based shape editor to create and customize your own shapes: Freehand, Line, Spline, Polygons, Editing of control
points, etc,
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Over 50 effects for object and text editing: Transparency, Shadow, Blur, Brightness, Gradient, Jitter, Pixelate, Sharp,
Water, Mirror, Plastics, Depth, Glow, Metallic, Bump, etc.

Text types: Regular, Polygonal, Concave, Wavy, Circular, Outline and Perspective.

3D options for creating 3D text and shapes.

Options for creating animated Flash logo.

Export to PDF, JPG, TIF, GIF, Flash and other formats.

Built in internet browser for accessing new objects, templates, fonts and pictures.
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Title: LogoMaker 4
Genre: Design & Illustration
Developer:
Studio V5
Publisher:
Studio V5
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP3)

Processor: Single-core processor at 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Adobe Flash player installed in Internet Explorer, for preview and export of animated logos.

English
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Don't buy this game... many people suffers from some strange blurry bug - HUD is fine but main scene is blurred and devs don't
give a sht.

For example as you can see in this discussion.. Thought it would be a good alternative to Rimworld without all the technological
advancements. One that was more like dwarf fortress more pointless without escaping the planet as a goal. It is too hard to
control the multiple levels of terrain. it also takes too long to do things, like gather building materials because you can't build
with wood. I did not like this game at all.. Amazing game with great Esports potential. While the game is still in Early Access, it
does not feel like it. Really polished and fun. I would love to see this game can becoming the next DotA.. Probably a hard-to-
progress game, but still a good one while I wait for Armikrog* to come out. Plasticine, Clay, it's pretty much the same thing to
me really, but they have their meanings.

Tanita: A Plasticine Dream, is a game where you point and click your way into a fascinating and imaginative islands, while you
have to think cratively from time to time in order to progress through the dream.

*In case anyone hasn't seen it, Armikrog got pushed back yet again and will release in the end of September. So you can see the
reason why you should try and play this game while you wait for Armikrog to arrive.. A well made classic LOVE THIS GamE!!
bring back my apple 2gs!. Don't mind my playtime on this, as I've previously beaten this game on the iPhone version.

This is easily among my favorite, if not being my absolute favorite, of the interactive novels presented by Choice of
Games\/Hosted Games. If the alluring fantasy of being a sleek, cool assassin in fiction has ever appealed to you, whether it's
through playing Hitman, The Darkness, or taking on the Dark Brotherhood quests in the Elder Scrolls series, or being enthralled
by movies like John Wick and Pulp Fiction, this game is for you.

The writing does a great job of making your character feel formidable and impressive, and rewards how you want to personally
characterize them from their personality to their skill set with a rich and interesting set of possibilities. It's one of the closest and
most rewarding things I've found outside of some other conventional video games that lets you more or less live out what it
would be like to be the star in a high octane action film.

I would freely encourage anyone who thinks they might be interested to check out COG's other games\/novels as well (all the
free demos let you play out the first three chapters, giving you a fair taste of whether it'll hold your interest or not, so you can't
really go wrong there), as I've found most of them to be pretty enjoyable, but I can definitely say there's probably nothing else
they can offer that's quite like this.

Of course, the story isn't 100% realistic, but where's the fun in that? If you can suspend your disbelief enough for an interactive
novel the same way you would for 1980's Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger movies, but don't want a story that's
completely mindless or unbelievable, give the demo a shot at the very least (no pun intended). Not many of their games are
usually $5 on Steam, but I'd say this is one of the instances where it's definitely worth it.

The first time I beat this game, I immediately started another playthrough. This is one I can definitely see myself coming back
to again and again over time. It'd be a mistake not to try it if you think you might even be the least bit interested.. Launched very
poorly which took a month to fix such as getting desyncs every online match or random crashes, the ToT mode is horribly
designed making it rather unfun to do, the new meter bar systems are terrible compared to MKX especially what they did with x-
rays where everyone can use one for free now in every match so i hope you enjoy watching the same animations being played a
milions times online,the overall game is very poorly balanced with only a handful of characters being viable and only played
because they're the ones with good to insanely good mix ups and broken 50/50 spams, gameplay is slower paced and rewards
cowardly play that's very viable thanks to a lot of characters in MK11 having some insane range with their attacks, Krypt is now
RNG based so no more fixed coffins instead you gotta role the dice and yet again no co-op tag-team ladder/tower mode to play
with friends instead once a week there might be a co-op boss fight you gotta do with randos online and it's often a horrible
designed mess just like the rest of ToT.

So what's actually good in MK11 ? Visually the game looks fantastic,new art direction is big improvement over X and the Story
mode was the best in MK history. So all you get is good visuals and a good 5h story.
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Bottom line, it's not worth it, it's a step backwards from MKX in terms of gameplay and balance and that game already had a
fair share of balance issues on its own but 11 makes them look like nothing.. Neat little game that I beat in about 30mins. Don't
think the chat does anything? I am also not sure what the hearst and stars do on the pictures of the girls, so maybe I am not done
yet? No idea.

Either way, I like that you unlock the picture step-by-step. Makes it quite educating for artists or anybody who wants to know
how anime girls are drawn.
Sometimes the game will set your picture a step back, I assume that's when you take too long for a turn or too many moves?

Overall, I recommend the game, even if I'd have liked some better sound clips (or none at all) for the girls and the game is sort
of 'expensive' for what you get. Still had fun though. A cute little indie game that will keep you busy for a bit less than an hour.
The levels are pretty short so the few challenging moments (which really aren't that difficult) won't make restarting a level upon
dying too frustrating. The graphics are nice and the music very relaxing.

It is worth its price, and even more so with a -90% coupon.. Tl;dr Stellaris used to be a great game, but has turned unintuitive
and very unfun in recent updates. 9\/10 before update 2.1, 4\/10 after update 2.1.

Stellaris was a great strategy game until they made it overly-complex, micro-management based, and incredibly un-intuitive.
When I say un-intuitive, I'm not complaining from a "I don't understand the mechanics" standpoint, I'm talking from a "Even the
game's AI doesn't understand the mechanics" standpoint. Whereas it used to be a decently-immersive, well thought out strategy
game, it feels more akin to a mobile game nowadays with ridiculous amounts of micro-management and a slough of resources
tied to an economy so fragile that only you (the player) are bound to it. If the game's computer-controlled empires were required
to put in half the insight or strategy you are required to to keep your empire running smoothly, Paradox Interactive would have
accidentally created Skynet. But more on that later in the review.

In previous iterations of Stellaris, you managed a select few resources: energy, minerals, food, and population. These were quite
fun to manage; allotting entire worlds to massive mining complexes or energy plants was beneficial, simple, and kept the game
running smoothly. Alternatively you could run less risk of losing a massive chunk of resources should a planet fall by building
whatever the planet's surface tiles dictated: farms on rich land, mines on mineral-laced areas, and so on. Occasionally you would
find Strategic Resources; finding these and harvesting them granted permanent bonuses to your empire as long as you controlled
the resource.
Additionally, once your empire expanded to an appropriately galactic scale, you could allot star systems to sectors lead and
autonimously run by governors. As long as a planet is well governed, the locals are happy. This allows for efficient expansion
through the galaxy and intuitive trades with other empires as you become a notable force on the star map. DLC's added a
massive amount of variety in your empires playstyle, adding content like ship designs, government types, empire backgrounds,
races and traits, and so on.

In the current iteration of Stellaris, brought about with update 2.1 (the Megacorp DLC), you have upwards of a dozen resources
to worry about in an ever-so-fragile pyramid scheme: A is required to make B, B and C are required to make D, A through D
are required to make E and F, etc. etc. Additionally, modification of a populations current employment (which can be found on
the bland new planet chart, as opposed to the previous map with land tiles) results in widespread unemployment, poverty, and
unhappiness on the planet. As a result, production lowers, and even more unhappiness arises.
This chain of resources and population maintenance is so convoluted that a quick peek into any AI empire will reveal they
actually have no idea how to manage it. The resource and production numbers you see from your empire's perspective while
observing others are arbitrarily allotted, regardless of what the empire is actually capable of producing. This leads to very
frustrating wars where it really makes no sense how another empire is withstanding yours even after sustaining critical loss of
territory. And speaking of seizing territory, your economy comes to a grinding halt whenever you gain another empire's planet
thanks to the painfully bad AI\/economy: often times a planet will be covered entirely in a single type of building, or some other
incredibly inefficient design that keeps production almost impossibly low in addition to keeping the locals unhappy and
unemployed, which has ridiculously expensive repercussions across your empire.

The bottom line is strategy games are frustrating when, not only are you required to worry about a million little things at any
given time, but your methods for managing the aforementioned million things is very poorly designed and inefficient. To top it
all off, you are the only person worrying about these things; the AI empires get to blissfully free-float in an economy magically
materializing to fulfill their every wish. It feels very one-sided, rushed, and poorly thought out. I'd give Stellaris 4\/10 in it's current
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iteration, and a 8.5-9\/10 in previous ones.
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I miss the old kanye. terrible game player gets stuck for no reason. I had too much fun with this game. It's kind of rough around
the edges and the surroundings look literally the same throughout the whole game, nevertheless the story is quite engaging. The
combat is enjoyable even though a bit frustrating at times. I also really appreciate the game doesn't give you the blatant
good\/bad crap; some of the choices or moral dilemmas are truly grey and show that really there's no ''good'' in war. Though
somewhat I managed to remain neutral and get a good ending even though I made my share of ''questionable'' choices...

Anyway, definitely recommend buying this one if you see it on sale.. Choose your adventure type game with dice roll based
combat.
Just when you thought the adventure was over it takes another turn.
In my opinion its the best book released thus far
8 \/ 10. I personally did not enjoy this game at all. There was no way to pause it, (pressing escape does sort of pause it, but the
talking carries on as if you're still playing, so you miss a lot of you had to go do something, thus having to restart to hear what
you missed), no subtitles, the talking was really low, and for me, just overall frustrating. If you enjoy the game, then that's ok, I
just didn't. Play it if you like this sort of thing, but I do not reccomend it at all.. This is the game where Pendulo really started to
find their feet in making a good adventure game. Most of the parts of the game that are weak are actually from trying to support
things from Runaway 1 and 2. Gina and Brian co-star in this game that begins with Brian's funeral with flashbacks discovering
just how our hero ended up where he did.
With a doubleclick speed-walk system and a hint system that's actually fun to use (and yes, I did use it a couple of times),
Pendulo have learned from their past flaws and worked up to a new high. The game is beautiful, the characters are entertaining
and the puzzles are almsot exclusively clever.
It's hard to recommend this game to people who have not played Runaway 1 and 2 (it ties in fairly closely), but at the same time,
it's a great adventure game. The Next BIG Thing is funnier... Yesterday has a couple of neater tweaks, but this is the best
overall.. I enjoyed playing with the young Angela and going back in her past, the story was amusing, entertaining and really fun.
All the drama of going to prom, meeting your rival at the reunion and having the funny twist of going to jail. Loved getting the
achievements, playing the challenges and how it was all put together as a year book. I would definitely recommend this game!!.
Boring, ugly, bad.
Nothing interesting about this game. Started game. Got a message game does not support my video card. Lol'ed. Refunded
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